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Summary The ground state of thioformaldehyde radical 
anion (2B,) is calculated to be bound, near to its quasi- 
planar equilibrium geometry; the acquisition of an 
electron : H,C=S + e- -+ H,C=S-- should cause only small 
changes in the H2C group but a lengthening of the CS 
bond. 

VARIOUS electronic states of the transient thioformaldehyde 
and its radical cation have been established already both by 

and experiment ;4*6--8 thus the theoretically 
predicted low-lying excitation energies of the neutral 
molecule3 have been confirmed recently by U.V. spectro- 
scopy,6--8 and the electronic states of the thioformaldehyde 
radical cation observed by photoelectron spectroscopy4 
have unequivocally been assigned using calculated ioniza- 
tion energ ie~ .~ .~  In contrast, no information is available 
so far on the parent thioketyl, H2CS*-, although thio- 
carbonyl compounds in general are easily reduced as has 
been demonstrated: e.g. But,C=S and (RS),C=S, the radical 

anions of which have been characterized by e.s.r. spectro- 
scopy.9 The results of ab i?zitio calculations for thioform- 
aldehyde radical anion are now reported, which are based 
on correlated PNO-CEPA (pseudonatural orbital configur- 
ation interaction and coupled electron pair approach) wave- 
functions.10 

The calculations predict a ,B1 ground state for the 
thioformaldehyde radical anion, i.e. the additional electron 
is placed in the 3b1 (n) antibonding orbital. On reduction, 
H,GS + e- ---+ H,C=S*-, the geometry changes. Inde- 
pendent calculations for both the neutral and the anionic 
species by the restricted Hartree-Fock method with a 
double zeta s,p basis set augmented by diffuse p functions 
(Table) yield the following parameters for the radical anion 
relative to the neutral species : a considerable lengthening 
of the C=S bond, A rCs = + 0.15 A, an almost negligible 
change in the C-H bonds, Arc= = + 0.004 A, a slight 
decrease of the angle A L H,C 13: - 2 O ,  and an out-of-plane 
equilibrium angle of ca. 8". However, the potential for this 
bending co-ordinate is calculated to be extremely flat. In 
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close analogy, such a quasi-planar structure has also been from CEPA methods, respectively, a t  the near equilibrium 
predicted theoretically3 for the singlet and triplet ls3A2 geometry of thioketyl with optimised C-S bond lengths 
states of H2CS arising from the n +?T* transitions. In (cj .  Table, footnote b). (ii) -0.29 eV (-0.01065 a.u.) from 
contrast to H2COI11 however, no experimental evidence for RHF, -0.21 eV (-0.00771 a.u.) from PNO-CI, and 
double potential minima could be detected,* presumably -0.25 eV (-0.00918 a.u.) from CEPA methods, respect- 
because the inversion barriers are too small. ively, at the experimental geometry of thi0formaldehyde.1~ 

TABLE. Calculated total energies& for the ground states of thioformaldehyde and its radical anion along the r a  co-ordinate (in a.u.). 

.f 2B,(H2CS*-) x" 'A,(H,CS) 
PNO-CI PNO-CI C 

Ya.3 R H F  (upper bound) CEPAc R H F  (upper bound) CEPAC 
3.0 -436.494470 -436.755492 -436.787459 -4436.508795 -436.775864 -436.81 1715 
3-15 -436.503989 -436.765563 -436.798977 -436.504278 -436.773636 -436.81 1891 
3.36 -436.50451 1 - 436.773309 -436.810640 -436.485285 -436'757804 -436*800135 
3.5 -436.499517 -436.761874 -436.798746 -437.467796 -436.742156 -436.787726 

8 The basis set (S. Huzinaga, Technical Report, Approximate Atomic Functions, University of Alberta) of the size 9s, 5p, for C; 
lls, 7p, for S;  and 5s for H with additional p set on C(5 = 0.05) and on S ( f  = 0.06) has been used for geometry optimisation (cf, 
text). The energies were obtained with this basis set augmented by further two d sets on C and S (f = 0.65, 1-15 and f = 0.4, 1.1, 
respectively) and a p set on H ([ = 0.6). c Calculated 
with configurations selected by an energy threshold of 2 x 10-4 a. u. at r- = 3.36 a.u. 

b Calculated for planar geometry with ~ C H  = 2.069 a. u. and LH,C = 116". 

In order to fix the relative positions of the energy sur- 
faces of both the neutral molecule H2CS and its radical 
anion, additional calculations with correlated PNO-CEPA 
wave functions have been performed using the above basis 
set augmented by d functions on C and S, and by p functions 
on the hydrogens (Table). We estimate that the calcula- 
tions accounted for ca. 70--75% of the valence correlation 
energy in the neutral molecule and for a somewhat smaller 
fraction in the negative ion, since the extra correlation of the 
added electron with all others is always more strongly 
affected by basis set deficiencies.12 In order to decide 
whether or not the radical anion ground state is bound, i t  
is sufficient to optimise the bond length using correlated 
wavefunctions, since the changes in the H,C group calcu- 
lated for the acquisition of an electron by H,C=S are rather 
small. The CS bond length in H,C=S*- obtained from the 
total energies listFd in the Table amounts to 1.725 A 
(RHF) and 1.773 A (CEPA), respectively, as compared to 
the experimental bond length of 1.611 A for H2CS.13 

The calculated energy differences E(H,C=S) - E(H,- 
C=S*-) are: (i) 0.30eV (0.01091 a.u.) from RHF, 0.34 eV 
(0.01256 a.u.) from PNO-CI, and 0-29 eV (0.01065 a.u.) 

Unexpectedly, the correlation contributions to the 
energy difference between the ion and the neutral molecule 
have been calculated to be rather small. This is mainly 
because the extra correlation caused by the added electron 
is almost matched by the decrease in the correlation energy 
among other electrons due to the occupancy of the low- 
lying 3b1 orbital. Since errors in the correlation energies 
are larger for H2CeS-- than for H,C=S, the calculated 
electron affinities are too small. 

These results strongly suggest that the thioformaldehyde 
radical anion is bound close to its quasi-planar equilibrium 
geometry and probably also possesses a small positive 
adiabatic electron affinity. According to additional pre- 
liminary calculations with very diffuse basis sets this is not 
the case for the first excited (2B,) state of H,C=S*- or for the 
ground state of the dianion H,C=S2-. 

The calculations were performed a t  the Hochschulrechen- 
zentrum in Frankfurt and Darmstadt with the PNO- 
CEPA program kindly provided by Professor W. Meyer, 
University of Kaiserslautern. 
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